Auditions stimulate process
Auditions for the Theatre 25
Series of one-act plays will be
held Monday, October 25 from
6:00 to 9:00 p.m. Sign-up sheets
for individual appointments for
each play are posted in the
Communication and Theatre Arts
Building and indicated where the
auditions will be held. Auditions
are open to the entire student
body and also Taylor faculty and
staff members. Scripts are

available at the CTA office.
Student directors are members of
the Play Direction class under
the supervision of Professor Ollie
Hubbard.

Written and directed by Neil
Williams, THE EYES ARE
BLUE is a work in experimental
theatre combining two charac
ters with the elements of verse,

'TAYLOR TELETYPE"
By Connie Olson
ISRAEL ARMS
President Ford has offered
Israel certain weapons, including
a missile guidance system, which
will total $1 billion in credits.
CEASEFIRE
Syria, Palestinian guerrillas,
and Lebanese Christian rightists
have agreed on a tenative
Lebanese cease fire. Meanwhile,
Palestinians raided the Syrian
embassy in Rome.
RHODESIA
Guerrilla warfare is to stop
when the interim government is
set up in Rhodesia on October 25.
Presently, dozens are killed daily
in intensified fighting.
SETTLED
The strike over, United Auto
Workers and Ford Motor Co.
make contract ratifications.
PURGE
The wife of Mao Tse-tung was
among 30 other top Chines.e
radicals arrested after Premier
Hug Kuo-feng (of the Moderate;
Party became Communist party
chairman. Demonstrations for
Hug Kuo-feng continue as purges
of Chinese Radicals increase.
PORK SHOTS
Three elderly persons died in
Pittsburgh after receiving swine
flu shots. Six more persons have
since died, resulting in the
halting of the vaccination
programs in nine states.
FUNDS
Both Ford and Carter received
$21.8 million in federal campaign
funds; at the end of September,
Ford had twice as much left.
Meanwhile, all-state surveys by
the Newhouse News Service and
the Chicago Daily News claim
Carter has the election won.
WALL STREET
The
stock
market
is
recuperating from a three-week
plunge which reached a net loss
of 82.44 points.
707
..An American Boeing 707
crashed into a schoolyard in
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, killing over
100 children.
COUP
Rumor of a counter-coup in
Thailand have caused greater
curfew restrictions in that
country. Arrests of Communists
continue as arrests of "subersive" socialists begin.
POWER
The Federal Power Com
mission has been charged by a
House subcommittee with
disregarding its legal duties and
trying to raise gas prices higher
than necessary.
HUNG AMERICAN
Michiah Shobek, 22, of
Milwaukee has been hanged in
the Bahamas for the murder of
three American visitors whom he
claimed were "angels of
Lucifer." His mother tried to free
him saying he was mentally ill.

The proprietors and guests of Monkswell Manor
view the body of Mrs. Boyle. They register shock
and terror as they realize that the second mouse is
in the trap. THE MOUSETRAP continues tonight
and tomorrow night in the Little Theatre.

mime, choreography and visual Christian in Due process," edited
illusion. THE PEOPLE VERSUS and directed by Beth Waldrop.
CHRIST by Albert Johnson will Included will be excerpts from
of
Lewis'
books
be directed by Ron Dilley. The several
play deals with the passion of illustrated by a narrator,a male
Christ in a highly original way reader, a female reader and a
and calls attention to man's •mime. Stu and Beth's produc
denial of Christ in both con tions will be presented on
temporary and Biblical times. November 19. A dramatic
These two plays will be presented character study, THE TRIUMPH
OF THE EGG by Sherwood
on November 17.
George Bernard
Shaw : Anderson, will be directed by
romantic entanglement, HOW Wayne Grumbling. The play
HE LIED TO HER HUSBAND, evaluates the concept of failure
will be directed by Tom Lough. by focusing on a family situation.
Set in England around the turn of November 22 and 23 are
the century, this comedy relates production dates for this one-act.
VISITOR FROM FOREST
the frustrations encountered
when a couple become a triangle. HILLS, the hilarious third act of
Denise Norman has chosen to Neil Simon's brilliant comedy
direct THE PROPOSAL, a PLAZA SUITE will be directed
comedy by Russian dramatist by Gregg Francis. Lively chaos
Anton Chekhov. IN THE results when the bride's parents
PROPOSAL, an attempted are unable to persuade her to
proposal
of
marriage is relinquish her position behind a
comically
sidetracked
by' locked door as the wedding time
disagreements over land, dogs approaches. VISITOR FROM
and ailments. Tom and Denise's FOREST HILLS is scheduled for
productions are scheduled for December 2.
The one-act plays will be
November 19.
From the pen of the master of presented in the Little Theatre
haunting realism, Tennessee except for THE TRIUMPH OF
Williams, comes I CAN'T THE EGG which will be
IMAGINE TOMORROW which preformed CTA 25.
Any questions regarding the
will be directed by Stu Turnbull.
The play presents the struggle of one-act plays may be directed to
two people to survive the stresses Mr. Hubbard or the student
fo life. Presented in Reader's directors.
Theatre will be "C.S. Lewis: The

Home>
coining
activities

Pitts discusses hiring practices
by Mike Reger
Editor's Note - - (Due to recent
inquiries, The Echo is featuring
an article dealing with the em
ployment standards and policies
for teaching positions at Taylor
University.)
During an interview with Dr.
Robert Pitts, dean of academics,
many of the reasons and
guidelines used in hiring were
revealed. Dr. Pitts states that
Taylor is very clearly a nondiscrimatory employer. He
further stated that the idea of
non-discrimination is taken very
seriously at Taylor and that we,
(administration) must hire a
person within our religious
constraints and he must also be
the best qualified of all the ap
plications received.
"The applications," stated
Pitts, "follow a letter of inquiry
from the interested party. We
advertise our opening positions in
the large mid-west universities
and also to graduate schools that
offer degrees in the area of the
opening. We from this point,
weed through the letters and send
applications to those who are best
qualified. The applications then
received are narrowed down by
the applicants' qualifications to
teach, his degrees earned and
from what graduate school, his

field of study, and his speciality.
Pitts also added that grades
aren't the most important factor
in determination of hiring. He
stated that if a person has made it
into graduate school that his
grades are usually sufficient.
When asked if the opening were
advertised anywhere else besides
universities, Dean Pitts said that
he doesn't advertise the
academic
openings
in
professional magazines or*
newspapers because the flood of
inquiries would be too great for
the clerical help to answer all the
letters.
Pitts further remarked that all
the letters pertaining to an ad
vertised opening must be kept on
file for three years as proof to the
fact of non-discrimatory em
ployment.
Dr. Pitts stated that there are
no mandatory questions on the
application dealing with race or
color and that he doesn't know
what the applicant looks like till
he comes to campus for a per
sonal interview.
After the applications are
narrowed down to three, Pitts
stated the candidates are brought
to campus where they are in
terviewed by the president, dean
and by the members of the
department in which he may be
working. After this process the

candidate is also reviewed by an
interviewing committee con
sisting of the president, dean and
three other professors. The
decision of hiring is then
discussed and made by the
committee.
Pitts stated that he really
doesn't know why there aren't
any blacks in employment at
Taylor but further added that he
can't make it his objective to hire
a black because that too, would
be discrimination against whites
and other groups.
Pitts went on to say, "a real
dilemma is that it is hard to
locate people from minority
groups with the qualifications
needed. We do have orientals on
staff - and they are not as
prevalent as blacks. We did have
one black professor last year, but
he had to leave because his visa
from Africa expired.
Pitts felt the reason that no
black has applied in the past
three years is because we
(Taylor) haven't captured their
attention. Taylor's rural setting,
coupled with the lack of blacks in
the student body, seem to
discourage the application of
more qualified blacks.
In essence, Taylor is more than
willing to hire qualified peopie of
any race who want to work on the
faculty.

By snaron Craig
Homecoming is finally here
with all its excitement and
festivities. To the uninvolved
masses,
it appears
that
everything just naturally runs
smoothly, but many people have
been working hard for several
weeks, now. Among those are
Carol Jaggers and Jack Quik,
who were in charge of the pep
rally and pre-game, including the
dorm decorations and judging.
This year is the first for dorm
decorations, as banners and
floats have always been used
previously. Carol and Jack felt
that interest in Homecoming
events was lacking and they
wanted to see that change. They
felt that by •working through the
dorms, people might be more
willing to get involved. First,
second, and third prizes of $100,
$75, and $50, respectively, en
couraged the students further to
get involved. Besides stressing
involvement,
the
dorm
decorations
make
the
Homecoming atmosphere more
evideqt to off-campus visitors, as
well as to the students, faculty,
and administration.
In addition to the dorm
decorations, Carol and Jack were
in charge of the pep rally
Thursday at eight p.m. The rally
began with the traditional human
chain. The cheerleaders led this,
starting at South, going through
Wengatz, English, Olson, Morris,
and finally Swallow - Robin, to
end up at the bonfire. The
cheerleaders continued to head
things up, as they did cheers,
introduced the football players,
recognizing the seniors, and
generally entertained the crowd.
Traditionally, the evening
climaxed with fireworks.

Lena plays on
by Sharon Craig
As we all well know (excluding
freshman), the Taylor ex
perience is not complete without
a triD to Chanticleer, featuring
Lena on the organ and piano.
Taylor has been listening to Mrs,.
Lena Stewart for the last nine
years, and hundreds of others
have enjoyed her music for many
years prior to her Chanticleer
debut.
Actually, Mrs. Stewart started
out at Chanticleer as a cook, but
it was not long till her musical
talents wefe realized. Within a
short time, she was frequently
being asked to play various songs
for the customers, until three
years ago she became the fulltime organist.
Mrs. Stewart was born into a
musical family, with her father
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and six uncles all playing the is presently a percussionist in
"fiddle", her mother, father, and Marion, Ohio, and Florence gives
brother preformed on fiddles for private piano lessons.
After the split-up of the band,
many
engagements.
Mrs.
Stewart herself started on the Mrs. Stewart worked as a cook in
piano very young, beginning a Hartford City restaurant. *
lessons when she was ten years However, she found herself en
old. The lessons soon stopped, tertaining the guests more often
though, because she knew more than cooking for them. Nine
than her teacher. She played the years ago, after the death of her
organ at her church before she husband, Mrs. Stewart came to
Chanticleer and is still going
could even reach the pedals.
Mrs. Stewart's married life strong.
Mrs. Stewart has recently
continued her musical career, as
she and her late husband, extended her career even fur
Clarence Stewart, started their ther, by making tapes of some of
own band with some friends. The her selections. She is also still
Stewarts gave birth to a son and keeping the crowds at Chan
daughter, Francis and Florence, ticleer happy with her wide
who also became interested in selection of tunes. So, next time
music. Florence's husband, Ivan you get a chance to go to Chan
Kingery, and Francis played with ticleer, just get your requests in
the band for a few years. Francis mind and Mrs. Stewart will be Lena Stewart poses proudly
ready and willing to play them.
organ.

beloved

We are more than frumps

•Mr

Let's me honest, when you probably quite appropriate, as 44
think of Taylor University of the 60 married couples
student wives, what do you think registered at Taylor University
of? Some frumps in a sewing failed to show up. (Probably
circle? Women who have a high scared to death of being put in a
school education and are now Saturday afternoon sewing
scrubbing floors to put their circle.) But that didn't stop the
husbands through school?
A student wives. Activities con
group of uninterested old women tinue to meet the needs, spiritual,
who are totally wrapped up in intellectual, and social, of the
their children or in the thoughts student wives who want to ex
of having children? Or do you pand their life to include our
think of them as people with fellowship.
curlers in their hair, a skillet in
The student wives meet
one hand and the T.V. blasting together every Tuesday night to
away at soap operas all day long? collect our thoughs about how
Well wake up to reality and get God can make us "The Capable
your mind out of that nightmare! Wives."
Our current text of
The group of student wives was study, is, The Christian Family,
originally known as the wedding by Larry Christensen. There are
band, in which being married also interest groups now forming
was the only qualification. Over to meet the intellectual needs
the years the group has had its expresseu by the group ranging
ups and downs, as do any groups from Literary and service guilds
with a lot of turn over in mem to basic botany and Horticulture.
bership. But this past summer At the risk of starting more
the student wives became an rumors, the student wives have
extension of the Friendship groups interested in cooking with
Guild, and things began to flair and elegance on a college
happen. Activities were planned budget, to crafts for Christmas
from September thru May.
(or how to build a rocking chair
Interest polls were taken, project for $7).
chairmen were named, the
The organization is also just
pendulum was set in motion! plain fun, for the wives and their
(Not bad for only 16 so-called spouses and for you too. So, you
frumps, huh?)
say, "What do I gain from it?"
The activities began with a Do you want some benches along
chicken bar-b-que. Which was those long sidewalks between
Swallow and South Hall? That
way you would have somewhere
else to smother each other with
affection besides the lounges.
(Look at it like this, in the winter
you could sit out there and claim
you are just trying to keep each

Student wives rehearse for bridal show.
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY
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other warm.) Or perhaps the
thought of a walking bridge over
the ravine sounds better, except
to you folk in Swallow Robin and
Morris who prefer an un
derground expressway to the
dining commons.
Maybe the
addition of a few new books to the
library is even more appealing.
There are somethings this
campus needs and the student
wives might be able to help. If we
can't, we know a God who can do
anything.
Special activities in the student
wives schedule this year include,
the publication of a cookbook,
filled with several low cost main
dish meals for the college kitchen.This booklet should prove to
be a big hit among the off campus
cooks who have a repertoire of
four ways to fix hamburger. Also
of interest to those married
couples who are seeking a
discrbet entrance into our
fellowship there is a Halloween
masquerade party. Plans are
being made f^- later in the school
year, for a male-female relations
seminar to be held in conjunction
with the Upland Evangelical
Mennonite Church. Also in the
planning is a February 23rd
bridal show in the Mjlo Rediger
Chapel-Auditorium. This is the
second year the student wives
have sponsored the spring
fashion show of bridal and formal
wear.
You'll quickly find that the
Taylor University student wives
have an open door policy... we're
open for membership, fellowship,
leadership, and friendship. We
also welcome your ideas and
input. And we promise not to put
you in a Saturday afternoon
sewing circle.
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Alumni

Anecdotes not in

Homecoming, the weekend so
long awaited is now upon us. The
air is filled with excitement for
the big game, crowning the
queen, inter-class activities, and
most of all, the return of the
alumni to their Alma Mater. The
latter discover many new faces,
happily greet familiar ones,and
find that many changes have
taken place on campus. There
are quite a few class reunions.
Alumni can see their former
classmates and talk over old
times. But people change too; it
would be interestng to see how
some of the alumni react to these
changes.
Mary and Jane graduated irf
'66. Mary was a cheerleader all
four years and Jane was

valedictorian. In school they
were only casual acquaintences
and saw little of each other.
"Jane? Jane Smith is that
you?"
"Mary. Mary Tibbot! It's so
good to see you!" They hug.
"Jane, you look wonderful."
(She's put on weight, Mary
thinks.)
"So do you." (But look at all
those wrinkles, gloats Jane.)
"I see you've gotten married.
How long ago was it?" (It must
have been a last resort for her
husband).
"Almost four years." (Bill's so
much better looking than her
husband. But when you get
married right after school you
don't have time to play the field.)

(opinion page

"We have five lovely children."
(She'll never make a good
mother.)
"They must keep you busy."
(Hasn't she heard of birth con
trol? )
"I had better catch Roger
before the game. But it really
was good to talk to you, Jane."
(She always was a bore.)
"It certainly was nice. See you
in a few years." (Not a brain in
her head.)
Well, perhaps people aren't
that phoney. But just wait until
you meet someone at your 10 year
class reunion and see what you
catch yourself thinking. It is
surprising that many people
don't say what they think.
Some of the alumni are now

J

Dormitory artwork
destroyed
by DOR McNamara
Over the summer monthsIhad
the distinct pleasure of working
with "Uncle Freddie", a
verititable virtuoso with a roller
and a four-inch brush. Why, Fred
has often said that if Rembrandt
hadn't painted the Sistine Chapel
he wouldhave. Astounding!
During this appreticeship, I
had an opportuinty to behold
many of what should probably be
considered "Works of Modern
Masters". In fact, so impressed
was I at the craftsmanship of
some of these walled master
pieces, I felt that I had to share
these works with the world-inwaiting.
Early in the summer we, the
motley crew of "Fred's of
Upland, Ltd.", visited the BEP
gallery. There we met with the
unframed works of lost minds.
The uninhibited squiggles that
developed into wallpaper of
illegible graffiti revealed the
very sols of the demented
inhabitants of Swallow Robin.
These works were preserved for
generations to come under a coat
of Sherwin-Williams Semi-gloss
No. 56, Spray Green.
The shell of brick called Olson
Hall, then void of its living
contents, (and they say,
sometimes even year 'round), we
found to be dull and ex
pressionless. Every day a new
batch of rooms, all the same. We
hope that this motonony was not
indicative of the lifestyles of the
residents. I was ready to con
clude such when something
caught my eye: graffiti on the
mattresses! What a find! I
rechecked the mattresses in the
previous rooms and discovered
similar treasures-0, rapture!

The list of male names varied
from room to room: Joe, David,

harmony
sending their kids to Taylor. The
couples get together and com
pare the progress of their off
spring. For instance, my mother
tells everyone that her little
darling is a feature writer for the
Echo, but why shouldn't she be
since her bother was once the
editor and her father a columnist.
Dads who played football also
like to see their sons in that sport.
They sit and discuss how much
better or worse the team is with
or without their boy on it.
My grandmother is another
former Taylorite. I'd love to see
how she would react when
discovering that a guy was
running for Homecoming queen.
I have nothing against Roger
being in the race, but Granny

would have a few choice words on
the subject. She would, however
enjoy the play; it was written in
the 50's.
Taylor does a great job on
picking themes, though. Har
mony kind of stands for
everything
that
Taylor
represents. Even in their
weekepd activities there is
something for everyone. Alumni
and current students can easily
mix together because of some
common go als and a casual
atmosphere. Although trends
have changed there isn't much
difference between a Christian at
Taylor some years ago and one
here now. I guess that's what the
motto "Effective'y Christian" is
striving for.

Christ's response?
by DaveFrens
We all do it. We respond to
those to whom we choose to
respond. I tend to respond to
people who either think, dress or
seem like me. Or I respond to
pretty coeds, as long as they
seem open to friendliness. It's
just a greeting, a smile, or maybe
even a compliment-something to
show thatIcare, I'm interested.
But what about the people who
are homely, or fat, or in some
other way unattractive? What
must it be like to go through the
hassle of setting hair, trying to
dress nice, etc., and then go
through the whole day without a
compliment? and then a whole
week? or a month of Sundays?
What must it be like to be con
tinually ignored by people? Isn't
apathy worse than hate (because
hate at least admits that you are
someone) ?
My friends have in the past,
been mostly people on the same
level of social status, in
telligence, attractiveness,
emotional togetherness, and
pirituality as me. That is,
they're not too high, not too low.
This is a rather normal pattern,
but I have resolved myself to
break it. People who might be
ranked above me in these areas
are not better, or more precious,

gothic blood clot. Being a morbid
blood-red, Edgar Allen Poe would
Bill, Bob, Ron, Garry—all on one have loved it for a study, but Fred
mattress! having no idea how to said it had to go. So go it did,
preserve these wonders, I under three coats of Green Ice,
resigned to simply turning the Sherwin-Williams Semi-gloss No.
mattresses over. Maybe life at 42. Many more were displayed in
Olson isn't as dull as would the Wengatz collection, not the
least of which was an outstanding
outwardly appear!
Repeated visits to South and rendition of the universe, no
English halls to touch-up a wall doubt from the deck of the
here, patch a register there, starship Enterprise.
The pinnacle of my tour was, of
stimulated my curiosity. Surely
these people had left behind all places, the men's room of the
something for posterity. The Music Annex. There the walls
walls were bare, but the mat and partitions exhibited a
tresses once again pulled panoply of anger, frustration and
bizzarre
doodles
of
through. Funnv, some of the the
same names, (first and last), Taylorites. I begged, I pled, I
were exhibited. I was compelled bartered with Mr. Fred to allow
to add my own to a few, but I me to seal these works under a
regained my senses and left while coat of Sherwin-Williams Clear
Iwas still able.
One-coat Varnish, No. 112, but
Many days saw us at the now
alas, there were to be preserved
internationally famous Wengatz also for the eyes of another
hall, home of Taylor's first generation. Yes, Sherwindormitory elevator; (if they had Williams Semi-gloss No. 47,
only attached a rope) to such as Biscayne Blue.
"Starless Stripes", an entire wall
of red and white gloss enamel
stripes with an empty blue
background. To cover this
masterpiece would be a mortal
sin, but "The'Man" told Uncle
15% off
Fred to obliterate this patriotic
display-(sorry Rick). Saved for
Steakburger with
all time, "Stripes" has been
Mozzarelle
Cheese
preserved with three coats of
Expires Thurs.,
Sherwin-Williams Semi-gloss No.
47, Biscayne Blue. "The Liver"
WITH THIS COUPON
Nov. 4, 1976
was a fine example of basic neo998-7261
Welcome back Alumni!

IVANHOE'S

in God's sight. Each one of them
is more than a social image to
admire. They are people, withfeelings, problems, highs, and
lows. Those people that I have
ignored for the opposiite reason
need love, too. They might have
real problems dealing with their
own self-images, or perhaps with
their feelings against those who
ignore them. What could be more
rewarding than to love and share
with these people, there by
breaking down resentments and
building confidence? It is time to
" be about my Father's
business", to learn to love mdescriminately, as Jesus did.
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3 for $1.00
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Danish gymnasts visit Tuesday
On Tuesday evening at 8:15 in
the Physical Education Building,
the Danish Gym Team will again
appear to delight the Taylor
audience. When last at Taylor,
the team presented a per
formance that is still being talked
about. The skill and versatility of
this group is known all over the
world.
Danish gymnastics have grown
out of the general Scandinavian
tradition. This emphasis focuses
on building up the human body
slowly through gradual exercise.
Although the gymnastics revolve

around the team spirit, the
routines are sharply different for
men and women.
The women of the team per
form a series of floor exercises
while the men focus on tumbling
and vaulting. The Danish believe
that the difference in gymnastic
styles compliments the natural
difference between men and
women. The program includes a
selection of ancient Danish folk
dances for which the gymnasts
are dressed in colorful costumes.
Since 1939, thirteen other
Danish Gym Teams have toured

the world under the direction of
Erik Flensted-Jensen. The teams
have toured 49 states as well as
several Canadian provinces and
Mexico. From August 1976
through January 1977 the team
will visit 50 colleges and
universities in the United States.
Denmark advocates Physical
Education and seeks continually
to improve all forms. Perfect
style counts more than acrobatic
stunts, and all exercises strive to
have a wholesome effect on the
participating person. In trying to
build the body up in harmony, the

Danish stress form giving
movements as fundamental in
their gymnastics. Thus strength
flexability, and co-ordination
are provided essential for ad
vancement in the program.
There appears to be a natural
combination between distinctive
teamwork and individual self
control.
In the words of Erik FlenstedJensen, "Denmark has a
beautiful flag with a white cross
on a red background, and it is my
sincere hope that this Christian

symbol shall always be a
reminder of the fact that God
loved the world so much that he
gave his only begotten son, so
that artvone who believes in him
shall not perish but shall have
eternal life. Jesus, who died on
the cross for our sake, was raised
from the tomb on Easter mor
ning. He is still a living and
wonderful reality, and I am sure
that he is the only hope of the
world which will never fail."
Admission price for the program
will be $1.00
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The Harmony
Ten thousand angelic voices raise
A tuneful melody,
In which the heavens sing and
praise
The power of Harmony.
"0 Harmony!" those voices sing;
' 'The Man, the God, the Dove;"
"0 Blessed Three-in-One!" they
sing,
' 'Whose power is in Love.''
From Harmony the world began,
In all its varied states,
Combining with the heav'nly
clan,
The One to celebrate.
Expressed in nature's self ac
cord,
His being integrate;
The image divine of the Lord,
In all He did create.
The shadow of eternal calm
Does bind a man to God;
And tranquil nature as a psalm
Does comfort as a rod.
And in the world, a joint accord,
Of nature, man, and God;
Comes to sing the Final Chord,
Caused by the Final Nod.

ECHO

To Harmony the world will end,
And final note be sung.
The Song of Haromony will blend
And all will be as One.
by Kent Rhodehamel

I don't need a flash of lightening
orathundrousroll;
My life craves what is simple anc
pure!
The subtle interweaving of fall
colors
that explode in silent bearty,
the sound of delicate notes
dancing in the air together for
ming
a symphony of praise,
the touch of your hand in mine
or a gentle caress!
It is his still small voice that
leads us through life,
and as we respond, we awaken
to a life of abundance,
A life lived in harmony with it's
maker!
Dan Wolgemuth

Ritchie named Queen
by Bill Erickson
The philosopher who stated
"beauty is only skin deep" did not
know Kathy Ritchie, Taylor's
homecoming queen for 1976. The
radiance of her personality far
surpasses her obvious-physical
beauty.
To the students who only ad
mired her secretly, Kathy will
probably best be remembered'
for her wonderful smile as she
quickly recorded each student's
I.D. number from memory. It
was also fascinating to watch
Kathy as she talked her Southernfired versions of African dialects.
To the people who know her the
best, Kathy is a special person of
much ability. Dr. W.A. Ritchie,
Kathy's father, shared some
interesting information with the
Echo.
Kathy is the youngest of three
girls in the Ritchie family. Kathy
has the same birthday as her
sister
Pam,
who
was
homecoming queen at Taylor in

1973. In the same year, Kathy
was homecoming Queen of her
high school.
When asked if Kathy had any
occupational goals as a child, Dr.
Ritchie stated Kathy had no
specific goals but Kathy has
always been a diplomat who has
been people-oriented.
Dr. Ritchie stated Kathy has
always been sensitive to spiritual
matters. He feels Kathy has been
set apart by God in a very special
way ever since she recovered
from a deathly high fever at age
two.
Another person close to Kathy
who was interviewed by the Echo
was Jann Eisenmann. Jann was
at a loss when she was asked to
describe Kathy because she said
there was so much to say about
her.
Jann stated "One thing you can
say about Katty (Kathy's
nickname) is that she never has a
bad thought about anyone." Jann
feels this is one quality which

Christians capableof harmony?
by Loraine Krammin
Wouldn't you agree that we are
a college community of really
different people? We don't all
dress alike, eat alike, walk alike,
get to classes alike, talk alike,
study alike, socialize alike, think
alike and on and on. How then can
we fit together into a whole with
some agreement? I'd like to
propose that our belief in Jesus
Christ coupled with the ac
ceptance of our justifiable dif
ferences can bring harmony into
existence on Taylor's campus. By
justifiable differences I mean
those things which we don't
accept as our own, but which we
can allow to exist in others and
still see them in a Christian
brother-sister sense. It isn't a
"I'll do my thing, you do yours"
but rather a "I care enough about
you to let you be yourself and not
make you into what I want you to
be to suite my little world." It
means I allow the Spirit of God to
do the changing if changing is
necessary. It also means that
there must be communication

between us in order for us to
identify our likeness and dif
ferences.
We learn that God's way of
fitting us together is not to have
us all be alike. In I Corinthians
12:18-20 , and 27 we read, "But
now God has placed the mem
bers, each one of them in the body
just as He desired. And if they
were all one member, where
would the body be? But now there
are many members but one body
. . . Now you are Christ's body,
and individually members of it."
(Look up) It's our belief in Jesus
Christ which bonds us together as
one, yet we individually are
members. Our justifiable dif
ferences support the body and
help it to be in harmony.
Many other Christian practices
show us the harmony which
exists even though parts of the
whole are very different. A
harmony exists between God and
man when we allow the Holy
Spirit to infiltrate our mind with
the thoughts of Christ. We can

makes Kathy so special.
When asked what Kathy's
thoughts were about the
homecoming competition, Jann
stated that Kathy said "I don't
like to think of myself as com
peting but as representing." Jann
went on to explain that
"representing"
meant
representing her class in the
competition and representing
Taylor if she was chosen (but not
actually as a "winner.")
Jann went on to list Kathy's
many activities. Kathy works in
the bookstore, is a P.A., babysits,
cuts hair, plays intramural
football, leads exercises, and is a
member of S.E.A. Kathy is also a
student in her spare time,
majoring
in
Elementary
Education.
As one ponders the abilities and
personal qualities of Taylor's
New homecoming queen, Kathy
Ritchie, one can only say
"Congratulations, Kathy, we are
glad you are 'representing' us."

coalesce with our Father in
prayer. It doesn't mean that the
more we look like Christ the more
we look like we came out of a
"Joe Christian" mold, for Christ
works through our backgrounds,
personalities, and experiences to
mold us into the person He
desires us to be.
We can also have harmony in
decisions as we commit ourselves
to knowing the mind of Christ. We
can decide for the good of the
body.
Another example that any good
music major could tell you about
is the way of putting different
notes together which may not
sound resolved to the ear by
themselves, but when put in the
context of a musical piece sound
good and in good harmony. Such
should be the fellowship of
Christians. We need to begin to
appreciate the justifiable dif
ference in the body of believers.
Let's try to recognize the
possibilities of harmony here at.
Taylor.

Harmony-less found in faith
Harmony: — The product of
our efforts, or the fruit of a living
Faith?
by Phil Weis
Harmony. When I reflect on
that word I see pages of musical
chords complete with triads and
complicated counterpoint. I also
think of peace and unity between
people and their world. Whatever
you feel when you hear that word
I'm sure it's something positive
and good.
Like a lot of words, harmony
has gone through a lot of abuse:
It's an ideal we've attached to our
social
and
artistic
ac
complishments; It's a cliche'
we've attached to our ex
pressions of beauty; It's what we
say when we think about what is
perfect, or "how things ought to
be".
A lot of people think of har
mony in terms of that last
phrase: "how things ought to

be". I won't pass judgement on
this view; I only want to share
that without Faith, our best
struggles to feel any real har
mony in our lives will only result
in discord.
How many times have you tried
to come to mutual un
derstandings with people through
your own words? It doesn't take
long to realize how fragile the
communication process is.
Semantics and individual per
spectives cloud any approach to
true understanding. It's so
frustrating to lack words to explain yourself, let alone try to let
someone know how you really
feel. It's a lonely feeling to talk
and know no one can really un
derstand. Such is the experience
of man when he tries through
language alone to achieve har
mony of understanding.
Man has tried to correct the
faults of language in science.
"Observe and predict the ob

jective" is the approach of
modern science. But to say we've
attained, through science alone, a
sense of harmony in un
derstanding our world is
something science cannot claim.
Have we really become sure of
everything? Doesn't the tone of
science speak in terms of the
relative and the uncertain? Sure,
we've made a lot of progress, but
we've lost so much human
awareness of the past. Our
limited perspectives always
change; The future makes
today's
human
scientific
thoughts so many historical
anecdotes. Harmony in science is
a quest we can only join, never
realize.
We also try to gain harmony by
ourselves in society. Can we
claim to have learned the
methods of living in harmony
with each other? Has life beyond

or even the suburban house wife?
Our 20th Century cultures are
more and more being described
in terms of the transcient and the
impersonal mass. It seems a lot
of people are saying, "Who loves
me enough, who cares to stay
long enough to say, I knew you
well". Such are the cries of
humanity that go unanswered in
modern society.
It seems that in our human
attempts at communication, the
sciences, and society we create
more discord in our search for
harmony than anything else.
I have gone out of my way to
portray
the
negative
of
humanism because I want to
contrast it with the faith of our
Christian heritage that contains
the greatest challenge, and the
greatest promise of harmony we
could ever hope to find.
And how is Faith to give us the
harmonies I've talked of? Faith.

Hebrews 11:1: "The assurance of
things hoped for, the conviction of
things not seen". Faith is a
commitment and a trust in God to
teach us how to speak, as well as
listen, how to learn, and how to
live with others. Faith: it's not
instant perfection. Faith is a
challenge to live and learn and
see all the things God gives you in
a life time, whether they are
hard, or easy, pleasant, or
painful.
Faith demands we give up our
lives to gain real harmony. For in
giving our lives, we give also our
fears; We become victors over
our senses of loneliness,
finiteness, and obscurity. We
gain freer perspectives in which
to learn and we become Spiritual
heirs to truth and harmony
through Christ, the Word made
Flesh. Let's not forget this week
the impact Faith has in our
harmony.
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Elan: Christian Jazz?
by L.E.Cowherd
Monday night October llth was
a rare and fascinating night for at
least one small group of T. U.
students located in the Union.
That
night
Taylor
was
privileged to have performed on
it's campus a new style of
Christian music. Those of us who
happened upon this splendid
opportunity to listen to live jazzwith-Christian-words left with
mixed feelings.
My thanks to Dave Frens who
brought the group Elan to Taylor
and for doing a tremendous job of
publicizing their appearance in
only eleven hours. Also, thanks
goes to Beth Chesney who in
formed me of the concert only
fifteen minuts before it hap
pened.
It is indeed sad that no more
than fifty students showed up for
this last minute concert. But if
this small group is truly
representative of Taylor's
student bpdy, maybe it is better
that everyone else stayed home
that night. Neither the small
audience not the few people who
walked out after every song
seemed to affect the tight sound
of Elan.
After the concert the group's
pianist, James Ward, who also
composes their music informed
me that the group is accustomed
to such apathetic responses from
audiences. Ward claims that,

"Christian jazz just doesn't
exist." Consequently, no one
seems interested in this new
sound. When asked how the group
gets by on the peanuts that they
make, Ward responded, "We
manage to get by alright."
Luckily, they aren't in it for the
money.
Elan doesn't just strictly play
jazz. But their love of jazz
touches every song they play.
The common complaint of the
Taylor student is that this type of
jazz they play is just "too hard to
listen to." I, myself, am not a
cor temporary jazz man. But a
smile was quickly brought to my
face as soon as they opened up
with their first tune "Joy"
(appropriately named).
Even though Elan's music was
hard on some ears it brought a
unique message to me and
hopefully to everyone else who
was present. There is a certain
amount of freedom in Elan's
music that if not recognizable in
the piano, bass, drums, flute, sax
or fiddle, surely is recognizable
in the movements and man
nerisms of the musicians. Elan
has discovered a freedom in
Christ and they express it in a
very fascinating way. They play
it, they talk it, and they act it.
Their music isn't hampered by
ignorance and prejudice. They all
come from different academic
and denominational backgrounds

but all share the common factor
of Jesus Christ.
One must appreciate the fact
that Elan has broken through the
"ties that bind" many Christian
musicians. For you musical
readers who know what I'm
talking about, this concert was
for you. Elan has wrestled with
the question that many need to
know the answer to: "What is
Christian music?" Many, but not
all Christian bands seek to wit
ness to concert audiences bet
ween songs, or in their music.
Sometimes, the group sacrifices
musical quality by filling the
songs with mis-fit Christian
words. Elan speaks through their
talent and commitment. They
don't represent "Evangelica"
but merely try to help growing
Christians find the 'stuff' in the
Truth.
Elan is flexible in it's
"ministry." They offer not only
concerts but whole seminars to
colleges. Subjects like the
philosophy of music or just plain
music seminars can be held on
campus for interested students.
If by any chance some students
think they might be interested in
a seminar or even another
concert with Elan, please feel
free to bug S.U.B. to death until
someone looks into this matter.
This group could be a very
fulfilling investment for Taylor
students.

Are we listening?
When Hannah, the mother of
Samuel, asked God to give her a
son, she promised to give him
back to the Lord "for his entire
lifetime." I Sam 1:11. Accor
dingly, as soon as the boy was
weaned, the parents brpught him
to Eli, the priest, and with a
prayer that is recorded inISam.
2, left him to "become the Lord's
helper" in the temple.
God's call to Samuel came
while he was very young.
Samuel's hearing was as sen
sitive as his heart, and his
response was, Yes, Lord, I'm
listening. What came to Samuel
through his listening sensitivity
was important not only to the
direction of his own life, but was
equally important to others
whose lives were affected by the
message God gave to Samuel.
While Samuel was probably
somewhat exceptional, it is still
obvious that listening to God can
be very important while we are
quite young. In a context and
climate like ours at Taylor, it
should not be difficult to develop -

f

I'm listening. Am I, are you,
listening for what God would say
to us?
Milo A. Rediger
Chancellor

Symphony reviewed
Last week's performance by ducts with an almost religious
the Indianapolis Symphony fervor and his expressive face
Orchestra here at Taylor wag a mirrors every change in the
rewarding experience for those mood of the music.
who attended.
The orchestra proved equal to
The new Milo Rediger Chapel the demands of Nelson and the
and Auditorium received its first performance of pieces by
baptism of classical music and Stravinsky, Mussorgsky, and
the acoustics, while not ideal, Berlioz was flawless.
proved to be perfectly ac
While the attendance was good,
ceptable. Whatever acoustical there were still many unoccupied
problems existed were soon seats and it is hoped that more
forgotten once the orchestra students will take advantage of
began its performance.
the opportunity to hear the
John Nelson, the newly ap I n d i a n a p o l i s
Symphony
pointed conductor and music Orchestra the next time it per
director of the orchestra con forms here.

Open8a.m.-8p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Call us to arrange

by BillEvans
One of the newer groups at
tracting considerable criticaland
popular interest is the Colorado
based Fireball. The band seems
versatile enough to handle
anything in the rock or country
rock idioms and this is un
doubtedly due to the fact that
three members are well known
for their work in other popular
groups. Mark Andes handled the
bass chores for the hard boogie
Jo Jo Gunne group. Guitarist
Rick Roberts and drummer
Michael Clarke are most familiar
with country rock after having
played with the Flying Burrito
Brothers
and the Byrds
respectively. Guitarist Larry
Burnett divides the songwriting
equally with Roberts but the real
surprise is lead guitarist Jock
Bartley who seems capable of
creating any mood from mellow
to rowdy with his melodic lead
lines.
The songs are the biggest
surprise when one first listen to
Firefall. Although country rock
predominates, nearly every song
sounds fresh and comparitively
original which is surprising
Franks AvtamcMve Beiy
Guaranteed

Work

»•% Off

998-7452
Mon.-Sat.
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998-7390
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Our Specialties

Armstrong Corpot and Vinyl
DownIown Upland

JONES
FUNERAL

101 N. Main
Upland,
998-2347
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.carpets for dorm rooms, apartments and^trailers/
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Awful Bi|>. Awful Good

:ARPETWORLD

24-hour
Ambulance
Service

STADIUM

N. 8th St., Upland
( Next to Pierce Governor Co.)

considering the glut of pseudocountry-rock currently flooding
the market.
Firefall's current AM radio hit
"You Are the Woman" is fairly
representative of the group's
style and it is probable that at
least two other songs from the
album willbe released as singles.
The production, by Jim Mason,
is crystal clear with no trace of
muddiness in either the in
strumentation or vocals.
Firefall's musical direction
owes much to the Eagles and
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young
especially but at least on this
album they have managed to find
their own productive niche in the
music world.
"Firefall" by Firefall is a gem
of an album and well worth the
oney even if you have to pay list
price. If youcan pick it up for 3.99
in Muncie of Indy, it's a steal.

t9 TV ShMtonts

Private Parties
& Catering

"The Apple Tree
Gifts—Crafts—Plants
Basquets—Antiques

112 E. Berry
Open 10-6

sensitive listening to God. An
attitude of will and willingness is
essential, as expressed in
Samuel's response, Yes, Lord,

Fireball

•strawberry pie
•fried chicken
•pizza
•shakes
14I-4HO
Sut* Rj>ad 3 South

City

Gift Certificates:
-$3 and up
-Available by mail
-Buy;
Sport Equipment
Clothing
Trophies
Awards
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Racketeers finish unbeaten

Ladies Tennis
by Marianne Carter
Echo Sports Editor
"It's not often that you get
through a competitive season
undefeated," these were the
comments expressed by Ladies
Tennis coach Bea Gorton
moments after her team had
completed their unblemished
season by winning over visiting
Huntington 9-0 last Monday af
ternoon.
In previous action the squad
defeated host Marion College 8-1,
Earlham College 9-0 and Hanover
College 7-2.
Coach Gorton
commented that Earlham was
the stronger team, but that she
scrambled the players around in
the Hanover Match for ex
perience reasons.
Last Monday freshman Kathy
Donica wrapped up an un
defeated season of her own by
defeating her opponent in the
first singles bracket 6-2, 6-0.
Melissa Thompson, a senior
playing in her last match, took
the second singles division 6-2, 60. Sarahlynn Crouse won out in
the third singles play 6-1, 6-2.
Ruth Williams took the fourth
singles match 6-1, 6-1, while
Phyllis Vance wrapped up the
singles action with a 6-0, 6-1
victory.
In doubles play
Thompson and Vance won the
first couples play with 6-2 and 6-3
scores. Crouse and Williams won
out in the second duo matches 6-2,
6-1.

Coach Gorton reflected on the
season with these words: "It's
been a good season for us. The
Ball State match was our most
gratifying. Some of the team we
played were very strong and
some were not very strong. We
showed astounding play in the

These ten ladies caused quite a "racket" for their opponents as
1. to r. Jan Seltzer, Laura Meissner, Ruth Williams, Carla
Kathy Donica, Donna Lee Jacobsen, Sarah Lynn Crouse, Debby
state tournament.
I've seen people on the team. I was very
improvement in everyone. It's a impressed with Miss Gorton and
The season
nice way to begin here at Taylor, her coaching.
and I am looking for continued seemed to go too quickly."
Ruth: "I feel that the im
improvement next year."
Some of the comments drawn provement and enjoyment level
from the girls after the Hun were both very high on the
squad."
tington victory were:
Donna Lee: "I feel the fresh
Kathy: "I had fun. I really men really strengthened the
enjoyed working with all the team.
However, the up-

Prom the bleachers Short,
Sports Editorial
by Marianne Carter
Sports Editor
Undefeated? Is a word that
refers simply to the scores or the
record? Or is there more to it
than the word implies? Could it
be that there is more to being
undefeated that the perfect
season? I think so.
The Ladies Tennis Team
finished their season with an
unblemished
record
and
managed to finish fifth in the
state among all schools. This is
no small accomplishment, but
the 9-0 record does not speak for
itself. There is more to the un
defeated term used on this
particular team than meets the
eye.
After observing the matched of
the team, this editor can varify
that the ladies were all very
modest in their comments. To
reach a form of perfection, ala'
an unmarked season, is no small
task. But there are many areas
outside of the record that make
the squad unbeaten. The unity
that the team possesses, the
respect between the players and
coach, the Christian attitude, and
the drive to be the best have been
key factors in making the team
what it is. The game of tennis is
an individual sport, but this
squad has made it much more of
a team effort that can be
imagined.
The caring, com

passion, and Christian love,
make them more than a team. I
makes them a unit in Christ, in
Christian athletics.
Yes, there is something there,
something
undefined,
in
describable. What is it you ask?
It is the 1976 Taylor Ladies
Tennis Team, and they are
simply undefeated.
SPORTS
CORRECTION
A minor error, I may add the
first I've made this year, was in
the Echo, (yes even the perfect
may faulter, but never fail). The
ladies tennis pictures on page six
were a bit mixed up. The picture
in the upper left hand corner was
of Freshman first singles player
Kathy Donica, and the picture on
the right hand side was of Phyllis
Vance.
Actually the caption
under the picture of Kathy was
for Phyliss and her picture, and
your guess is as good as mine as
to where the caption for Kathy
got to. At any length, no mistake
about this, everything is now
perfectly clear?
To avoid another fault, ala
double fault, let me insert that
two facts were exempt from the
tennis article. 1. Senior Melissa
Thompson finished with a 9-0
undefeated singles season. 2
Donna Lee Jacobsen also
finished undefeated in singles
play with a 8-0 record.

but sweat
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they went undefeated, 9-0 for the season. They are: bottom row,
Dusek, and Phyllis Vance. Top row 1. to r. Melissa Tnompson,
Frierson, and Coach Bea Gorton. (Picture by Brad Bloomster.
perciassmen win De greatly bunch of Christian girls and 1
missed."
really enjoy being with them."
Jan: "I'm grateful for the
Melissa: "I just thank the Lord
chance to play with the team and for the opportunity for playing
I've gained a lot of experience."
with the team this year. I really
Laurie: "I enjoyed the op appreciated the competition that
portunity to play with a talented I got this year and the learning
team."
experience f received."
Phyllis: "It was my first
season for tennis. Miss Gorton
really taught me alot." I met a

Sports

by Connie Olson
The field hockey team carried
one win with them out of their
three encouters last week. The
Trojanes
beat
DePauw
University 2-0, while losing to tomorrow, against Marion
Marion College 0-3 and Earlham Collegeatl":00a.m.
0-3.
Poor team communication was
a problem in the Earlham en
counter. In contrast, the DePauw
game brought out good team
by Phil Weis
play; the defense backed each
Echo Sports Writer
other up and communicated well
On Saturday, October 16, the
and the offense combined for Taylor harriers traveled to
rushes on the goal. Carolyn Wheaton for an appearance in a
Thompson scored both goals for
dual meet with our sister college.
Taylor, with Colleen Frank ad
The harriers turned out to be
ding two assists. Outstanding spoilers as they took the Wheaton
players for the game were Josh homecoming meet in a one point
Pierce and Karen Gilley.
victory.
The weekend offered a great
Although it was a sweet victory
opportunity for the women to for the cross country team, the
witness. The team offered songs squad could not help but put this
to a Gideon Businessmen's meet behind them as they come
Banquet which was going on at a
to the finish of the 76 season. For
restaurant at which the team had starting on Friday, the 22nd, the
stopped.
squad begins regional and
The games were the first for district competitions. On Friday
new goalie—freshman Lucy the team travels to IU for the
Spence, who made a good Little-Big state meet.
On
showing.
Saturday, October 30, the team
Practices this week have competes in NAIA district 21
stressed better use of spaces finals. Two testing meets are not
which involves team com to be found anywhere. Support
munication and interchange our runners. Wish them the best
rather than crowding on the ball.
as they begin the part of the
The women will compete at home season that really counts to them.

cross country

m6n's

tennis

by Jay McCracken
Last Friday the Taylor tennis
team traveled to Manchester
College to play for the N.A.I.A.
district title with a trip to the
national tournament in Kansas
City at stake. After the com
petition on Saturday, Taylor and
Anderson were tied. Tuesday the
Q- 'bles and singles finals were
played. Anderson's number one
doubles tennis team was the
opposition for Rick Seaman and
Brian McEachern. The singles
finals were between Brian
McEachern and Earham's No. 1
singles player. If the final score
is tied then there will be a duel
meet to decide which team should
advance to Kansas City.
Greg Moore pulled the biggest
surprise when he beat Anderson's
Number three. Doug Starkey
drew Franklin's number one in
the first round and nar~owly lost
7-6 and 6-4. Rick Seaman had
reached the semi-finals in singles
against Brian McEachern, he
then forfeited to Brian.
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Trojans beat Bluffton
by Steve Putnam
Echo Sports Writer
The Taylor Trojans won their
fourth
consecutive
game
Saturday against Bluffton
College
14-7,
setting
up
tomorrow's homecoming clash
with League leading Wilmington
College.
After a very unproductive first
half offensively, the Trojans
came out ready to play in the last
two quarters.
Trailing 7-0
quarterback Lee Whitman hit
wide receiver Ray Satterblom for
a twenty five yard touchdown
pass. Jim Deetjen converted.
The touchdown capped a sixty
nine yard drive. Whitman later
scored from the one with just
minutes remaining in the fourth
quarter, after a forty-eight yard
drive in which Tad Sutton's
running was instrumental.
Whitman was five for thirteen
in the passing department for
sixty-three yards.
Ray Sat
terblom caught all five passes.
Tad Sutton gained seventythree yards on twenty-one carries
and graded out at ninty-six
percent which earned him the
player of the week offensively.
"He also had a very good day
blocking," commented Coach
Carlson. Sam Eddy gained fortyseven yards in nine carries.
Definsively it was another fine
day for the Trojans, dropping the
Bluffton quarterback five times.
William Chesley was named
player of the week due to an

excellent one hundred percent
performance.
Coach Carson
stated, "He has gotten better
each game and has become a real
consistent performer whose
strength is in his pass defense
and his ability to hit." Jim
McFarland and Trevor Tipton
were on top of the tackle
department being involved in
thirty-six tackles between them.
Tipton's jarring tackle in the
fourth quarter caused the fumble
that set up the winning touch
down. Steve Speirs made the
recovery. A pleasant surprise
came from the play of Freshman
Tim Hagmaier, who was
replacing the injured Steve
Lawrence at defensive tackle.
"He really helped us Saturday
when we really needed it," said
Carlson.
The Trojans were
playing without league leading
punt returner, Bart Reneau
whose averaging 13.5 yards per
return.
Another conference
leader is Dave Smith pacing the
league with a 25.7 yards per
return average on kick-offs.
Tomorrow the moment of truth
arrives for the Taylor football
team.
They face undefeated
Wilmington College, ranked sixth
in the nation defensively. A win
would put Taylor in first place in
conference standings all alone. A
loss would most probably end any
hopes for a conference title for
this year. It should make for a
great Homecoming.

Quarterback Sam Eddy hands off to a T" back in action in the Bluffton

Some unidentified Intramural athletes carry the battle of the sexes to the gridiron. The photos
show the action resulting from the snap of the ball.

Volleyball team downs foes
Trojane Volleyball
by Carol Baumeister
Echo Sports Writer
The Trojane volleyball teams
travelled to Hope College in
Holland, Michigan, to defeat both
Hope and Spring Arbor, last
Saturday. The junior varsity

continued its undefeated season
while the varsity improved its
record to 4-2.
In the first varsity match
against Spring Arbor, Taylor
took the first and third games, 152 and 15-6. Spring Arbor won Jthe
second game 15-1. In the second
match, against Hope, Taylor lost
the first game, 15-7, but came

<5
Jill Dunham (right) and Connie Duling go up for a block in Jr.
Varsity Volleyball action. The two squads downed visiting
Butler Tuesday in straight sets. —(Picture by Roger Varland.

back and won the last two games
with scores of 15-7 and 15-7.
Leading scorer for the varsity
was Ruth Warner with 17 points,
followed by Lori Granitz with 15.
Leading players were Ruth
Warner with 18 spikes, Lori
Granitz with 10 spikes and 35
bumps, and Mendi Beatty with 38
sets and Marianne Carter with 33.
Miss Glober commented,
"Varsity had an excellent day
Saturday at Hope College. The
girls really worked as a unit, they
encouraged one another, and
they developed unity that is
needed on the court. This was our
best day of the season. The gals
played hard and very well
together. There was a total effort
on each gal's part.
"Ruth Warner and Lori Granitz
took the lead in spiking and
scoring points, but all the other
girls; Robyn Dillon, Debbie
Gates, Cleone Heebner, Shelly
Andrews, and Jill Laird, did a
great job in helping to make us
look great Saturday.
Mendi
Beatty and Marianne Carter did
a great job as setters.They are
both very capable setters and
both should see quite a bit of
action this season.
"We played Spring Arbor first.
It took both teams a while to get
going, but I feel w.e were the
better team as the score shows.
This was the first time in five
years that Spring Arbor has been
beaten by another small college.
"Our game against Hope was
really our better match. We were
a lot sharper even though it took
us one game to get going. Hope
was tough, but I feel we just
limited our number of mistakes
and really out-smarted them in

strategy. Out girls just never
gave up. It was a great day for
T.U. volleyball."
In junior varisty action, Taylor
first defeated Spring Arbor with
scores of 15-2, 6-15, and 15-11. In
the second match, the Trojanes
won out over Hope in two games,
15-5 and 15-6. Their record is now
5-0. Leading scorers on Saturday
were Judy Frey with 19 and Jan
Dunham with 12.
"The J.V. kept their perfect
record Saturday, but did not
consistently play as sharply as
they have against other schools,"
stated Miss Glover. "Our J.V. is
very strong and should be able to
beat all J.V.'s this year. I feel we
are gaining experience and
confidence with all our J.V.
players.
"One of their best assets is
their consistent hustle and pure
determination. Saturday we lost
some of the hustle but they never
lost their determination to fight
back. This team loves to come
from behind and win. They have
had some exciting matches so far
this year."
Miss
Glover
concluded,
"Overall both teams did an ex
cellent job on Saturday. I look for
more exciting play from both
teams in the next few weeks."
Spring Arbor defeated Hope in
both of Saturday's other mat
ches. Varsity scores were 15-6
and 15-7; junior varsity scores
were 15-13 and 15-10.
Tomorrow both teams will be in
action at home. Indiana State B
team will be playing the varsity,
while Grace College will sport
opposition for both the Varsity
andB-team. Match action begins
at 10 a.m.

Intromurols
by Jill Laird
Echo Sports Writer
Taking over the lead in girls
powder puff football is first East
Olson. They head up their record
with nine wins and two ties.
Hanging on to second place is
Second East Olson with a record
of eight wins three ties. And
bringing up third place is first
West Olson with eight wins, two
losses, and one tie. It looks like
those Olson girls have really been
eating their Wheaties.
Rumor has it that Karen
Bradley, of second East Olson,
has a terrific arm. (Check this
one out guys). She is said to
throw longer than anyone. Any
challengers?
Tennis is going along in full
swing, with matches being
wrapped up this Thursday.
There are no individual standings
at this time, but Second East
Olson is leading over all. Second
East also claims the most points
from both sports combined.
Volleyball will be starting next
week, so unit leaders get those
team rosters in. And the fight
continues for the steak dinner.
SPORTS WEEK
OCTOBER 23 (Saturday
Volleyball
Field Hockey
Football
OCTOBER 27 (Wednesday
Field Hockey
OCTOBER 30 (Saturday
Field Hockey
Cross Country
Volleyball
Football

